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Bottlenecks in the road network
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Handling bottlenecks through speed adaption
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System

Mobile app

●Transmits GPS data to cloud backend

●Receives speed advice

●Communicates speed advice through
GUI and speech synthesis

Cloud backend

●Receives navigation data from all 
vehicles

●Predict meeting situations

●Calculate speed advice

●Pass speed advice to mobile apps

●Persists data

"Reduce speed 
to avoid meeting

sitation on
bridge"



Non-controlled traffic Varying weather conditions

Varying driver behaviour

Challenge: predict future position

Non-compliance with speed advice



Speed must be controlled over long distances and/or 
entail significant speed adjustements



Speed adaption engine



Simulation og visualization
●Simulation framework to generate synthetic data for 

algorithm development

●Based on traffic flows extracted from induction coils in 
area

●Together with visualization this enabled rapid 
prototyping and testing of new ideas

●Hardware acceleration to speed up computations and 
improve visualization



Demo



From simulator to the real world!

●Extract road models from NVDB API

●Operation on road data

●Handling GPS signals

●Real cars driven by humans

●…



Example: GPS location to linear reference

GPS location 
from mobile app
latitude 
longitude

Convert to UMT33 coordinates

Road defined as segments in 
i UTM N33 coordinates, from NVDB

Noisy location 
Outside road

Project position onto road
Then onto linear reference

GPS bearing info is used to resolve UP / DOWN direction on linear reference



Skjervøy test 6-7 mars 2019



Test site

Restricted area 1:Skattørsundet Bridge
Length: ~1km

Maursundtunnelen
Length: ~2.1km

Lerøy Aurora 
facility

Kågentunnelen. Not bottleneck
Length: ~2.2km

Maursund tunnel og Kågentunnel
comprises an almost continuous stretch of
4.3km without GPS signal



All conflict situations resolved by system

1 occurance of "controlled" meeting



●16 tests completed

•9 on bridge over Skattør sound

•7 through Maursund tunnel

●31 potential meeting situations

•29 resolved through speed adaption

•2 meeting situations

●Utfordringer

•Latency

•Target speeds sometimes impractially low

•Noisy speed advice

Skjervøy tests: Key points



Takting NordicWayNordicWay PM
SVV

SVV
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Thanks for your attention!



Forutse ankomsttid til 
start og slutt punkt i
Flaskehalsen, og mål 
avstander

Looper igjennom alle bil-par som har 
motsatt kjøreretning

Sjekker om de vil befinne seg i 
samme Flaskehals på samme 
tidspunkt

Gir en hastighets 
anbefaling til bilen som 
ville ha kommet sist ut.

Speed adaption algorithm

𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
d

𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑔, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑



APP
- Android
- Kotlin

API
- Java
- Spring Boot
- Spring Data JPA, CrudRepository
- Flyway

FAM
- Python
- Flask


